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23 November 2012 

Dr Richard Chadwick 
The General Manager Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
Melbourne Central 
Level 35 
360 Elizabeth Street 
Melbourne VIC 3000 

By Courier 

Dear Dr Chadwick 

Form G Notification of Exclusive Dealing Conduct 
We act for VSP Global Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) , a vision benefits company based in the 

United States that is expanding to Australia. We refer to our letter of 28 June, which described 

VSP's business plans, attaching a draft Form G notification, and the email response of Imogen 

Hartcher-O'Brien of 5 July. 

VSP has since progressed its plan to establish a new network of eyecare specialists in Australia. 

Part of VSP's plan involves those eyecare specialists offering discounts to customers, which might 

be perceived to involve third line forcing. As the ACCC requires that separate notifications are 

lodged in respect of each participating specialist, we enclose 93 Form G notifications filed by VSP 

on behalf of the initial group of participating eyecare specialists, and corresponding consent letters 

authorising VSP to make such notifications on their behalf. For your convenience, we set out in the 

Schedule a list of persons for whom notifications are enclosed. 

VSP expects that the VSP network will grow in time to include around 250 eyecare specialists. 

VSP will lodge further notifications in respect of each new specialist, which will contain the same 

information set out in these notifications. VSP will lodge those further notifications itself directly. 

VSP is also supplying participating eyecare specialists the benefits associated with being part of 

the VSP network on the condition that those specialists acquire a right to advertise themselves as a 

preferred provider of participating health funds and comply with the terms and conditions specified 

by the health funds in connection with their entitlement. This may also be perceived to give rise to 

third line forcing issues, and we enclose a Form G notification by VSP in respect of this conduct. 

We also enclose a cheque of $9,400 in respect of VSP's notification and the notifications of the 93 

initial participating optometrists. 

Our Ref 120238777: 120238777 
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Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like to discuss this matter further. 

Yours 

Kon Stellios 
Partner 
Aliens 
Kon.Stellios@allens.com.au 
T +61 292304897 
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Schedule: notifying optometrists 

! Central Eyecare (Nasser Raad) 

Central Eyecare Chesterhill (Charbel Raad) 

rrhl'",nr1c:. Optical Pty Ltd doing business as Claremont 

! Churchlands Optical Pty Ltd. (Annie Lee Richards) 

. Clifford Chong Optometrist (Clifford Chong) 

Care (Jenny Livanos) 

! Cronulla Vision (Matthew Curra) 

Ltd (Phillip Luu) 

I 

, Danh Phan Optometrists P/L dba My Optometrist (Danh Phan) 

Designer Optical Outlet Pty Ltd (Clifton Ng) 

, Eden Rise Optical (Mahi Goyal) 

, Essential Eyewear Pty Ltd. (John Bolton) 

".,r,,.,::,,,n Optical Pty Ltd (Khang Q. Ta) 

nn.or..,tin,,,,, Pty Ltd dba EyeQ Optometrists Camberwell (Sonia 1.1"""7""'.0 

Optometrists Springwood (Photios Tanos) 

! 	Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba EyeQ Optometrists Subiaco (Robyn Madigan) 

I-V~'r::llr'" Operations Pty Ltd dba Flanders and Smith EyeQ Optometrists (Mark Flanders) 

Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba Fortescue and Koszek (Raymond Fortescue) 

Ltd dba Hansen's EyeQ Optometrists (Katherine Costello) 

Optometrists (Sonia Bostjancic) 

n""·::lTl/"lnc:. Pty Ltd dba Kerrin Woods EyeQ Optometrists (Photios Tanos) 

I-\/~>r::ll'''' Operations Pty Ltd dba Natalie Rokic Optometrists (Natalie Rokic) 

I-v,>r::ll,'" Operations Pty Ltd dba Peter Rose EyeQ Optometrist (Peter Rose) 
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. Jalage Pty Ltd as Trustee for PMH Optical Discretionary Trust dba Paul Harvey Optometry (Paul 

Harvey) 

Jalamec Pty Ltd ATF The Jalamec Trust dba Plus Indooroopilly, Jan Coetzee 

• Optometrist, and Insight Optometrists (Jan Adrian Coetzee) 
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Look of Australia Eshman) 

Mark Gibson Optometrist (Mark Gibson) 

Medispecs Optical (Douglas Garth) 

Michael Chu Optometry (Michael Chu) 

Otway Optical (John Carbury) 

Eyes Australia Pty 

Unit Trust TIA Hunter Discount 
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Form G Notifications of Exclusive 

Dealing Conduct 
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Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 


To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. 	 Applicant 

(a) 	 Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) 

(b) 	 Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP plans to establish, maintain and promote a network of independent 
optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, 
which will assist the Participant and other lECPs to compete ,against the 
major optometry services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This 
will include arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote 
VSP network lECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) 	 Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

lECPs will have the right to advertise themselves as preferred providers or 

Member's Choice Providers for participating health funds if they are 

members of the VSP network. lECPs must cease any such advertising if 

they leave the VSP network. VSP will not supply services to any lECPs 

that do not acquire the right to advertise themselves as preferred providers 

or Member's Choice Providers and otherwise agree to comply with the 
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advertising rules and other requirements specified by participating health 

funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by tbe 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

IECPs who join the VSP network. 

(b) 	 Number of those persons: 

(i) 	 At present time: 


93 


(ii) 	 Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 250. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

5. 	 Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone detai Is of the person authorised 
to provide additional information in relation to this notification: 

Aliens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 

Sydney NSW 2000 

Dated 	 23 November 2012 

Si/:,'TIcd by/on behalf of the applicant 
AUST. COMPETITION & 

CONSUMER COMMISSION 
~-r' -AfI.~"~E 

13 NOV 1011 

(Signature) 


Kon Stellios 

(Full Name) 


Aliens 

(Organisation) 


Partner 

(Position in Organisation) 




DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type refened to in section 47 of 
the Competition and ConsumerAct 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification . 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Subrrlission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to eXRand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. VSP will supply services to participating IECPs on the condition that they 
agree to acquire an entitlement to advertise themselves as preferred providers or 
Member's Choice Providers for those health funds, and otherwise agree to comply 
with the advertising rules and other requirements specified by the participating health 
funds. Participating IECPs also agree to cease any such advertising upon leaving the 
VSP network. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4% of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some JECPs may 
also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 



Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up oflECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. lECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some lECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. The acquisition by the 
IECPs of the right to advertise themselves as preferred providers or Member's Choice 
Providers for participating health funds will also increase the impact of their 
marketing. This will increase the effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of 
optometry services and eye care products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from lECPs within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network lECPs, or from the other retail 
outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 



Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 
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FormG 
Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (I) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. 	 Applicant 

(a) 	 Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Willy Gunawan 

Anatta Project PIL dba Collins St. Optometrists 

14 Collins St. 

Melbourne, VIC 3000 (the Participant). 


(b) 	 Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) 	 Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

AIlens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 

Sydney NSW 2000 

2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 
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and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. 	 Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional information in relation to this notification: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 	23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 

JS:()n.:.~tel.!!~s._._ _.__ ___. .__ . ______~. -. __.___..___ ._ ._.. _._. 
(Full Name) 


Aliens 

(Organisation) 


Partner 

(position in Organisation) 


C~~~T. COr.TPET/TION & 
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DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range ofproducts and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds . The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of JEeps, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. IEeps occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some JEeps participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure of JEeps to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from JEeps within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network JEeps, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 
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TO: VSPGlobal, Inc. 

Sags Quality Drive 
Ri1m:ho CordoV'iJ, CA 
USA 
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AttentIon: "Sf! Aurlrall-a Network Administration 

In relation to our confirmation to p~rt/dpate In the VSP Austrslla network of Independent optometristS, we 
understand thatvsp Global. Inc. will be notlfylnetheAustraUan Competition afl!! Consumer COmmwlotl (ACCC) 
on our behalf to .seel( Immunity in relation to pot(lntlal third line fordng Ccll'ldud. 

We further acknowlecigeand agree that the VSP AU$tralia l1etwork and our participation in tt 1$ subject to 
galnlng Immunity from pro$eQUtlon for third line forofng. As part of the. submissIon to the ACct ~Q( this 
purpo~e, we confirm the followIng details: 

Proposed OJnduct: Discounted optQ~ services and eyecare prQduds for members of 
participating health funds 

COVef<tg61 Australia . 

. V A t..u. ~ Y' ~cs [Nat'nl'l of optometry P/'lIctlce] authorises VSP Global, Inc. to lodge a 
notification with the ACCC Of) its behalf in respec1; of (ts partldpatlOn In the vSP. Australia network, Dnd 
authorises VSP GIQblll, Inc. to d~lwIth any quer(~s from the ACCC on It!. behalf. 

Signature 

Name 
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Date 

vsp' Vision Cate Provider Agreement 24.10.12JINAL, 
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FormG 
Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Calvin Murray 

Best Price Eyewear Pty Ltd tla Valuspecs 

Shop 2, 41 Murwillumbah Street 

Murwillumbah, NWS 2484 (the Participant). 


(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other lECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
lECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


lpfit
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N96289

lpfit
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Typewritten Text



2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

s. 	 Market definition 



Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional information in relation to this notification: 

Aliens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 

-Kon Stellios _ .. ------ ..- .-.-.•.----_ ._ -;._---- ". ----.. -_._--- ,..--- .. - ..- ---.- -~.- . -

(Full Name) 
~ 	 --

Aliens 
( Organisation) 

Partner 

(position in Organisation) 
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DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together,lECPs) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the BICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 lEeps will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IEeps will join the network. Some lEeps may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up ofIECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure ofIECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



ANNfXUREA 

INSTRUCTIONS: PLEASE COMPLETE ANNEXURE ABHOW AS OUTLINED IN ITEM /Ill OF THE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME; D1A{plifU HEM t..;yv-eA~t~-

ABN: 	 4S' o tJo- tl,tf In 
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TO: 	 VSP Global. Inc. 
3333 Quality Dri\l& 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 
USA 

Attention; VSI' Australia Network Administration 

In relation to our ronfirmatloli to partlclpatR In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrists, we 
understand tINt vsp Global, Inc. will be notifyIng the Austrilliim Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
on our behalf to seek Immunity In relation to potential tolrqline forcing conduct. 

We further acknowledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and Ollr participation In It Is subject to 
guinlng Immunity from prosecution tor third line forcing. As pa;t of toe submission to 'the Acee for thIs 
purpose, we conffrm the (ollowing details; 

Propo~ed conduct: DIscounted optometry sen/ices and eyecarc prodUcts for members of 
participating health funds 

Coverilgc: Australia 

CAMP5El Lfl~Lt> t:1AA&~e of optometry practice] authorises VSP Global, Inc. to lodce a 
notlflcallon with the Acee on Its behalf In respect of Its participation In the VSP Austral,ia network, and 
authorises VSP Global, Inc. to Iwith ,my queries {rpm the Acee on Its behalf. . 

Slgnatvre 
(As an authorls~d repre5cn alive for and behalf of [name of optometry practice]) 

Name -- A-r CC",M" 
Title -o .....wl<Z 

Oate £'/1., 2-- , 

VSP,Vlslon Care Provider Agreeml!11t 30.10.12JINAl 
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Justin McCarthy

J & M McCarthy Pty Ltd

Campbellfield Eyecare 

1c Campbellfield Plaza

Cnr Mahoneys Rd + Hume Hwy

Campbellfield VIC 3061

(the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000
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2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.  VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  



ANN ElIURgA 

INST1!UCiIONS: PI.EA8E COMPLETE ANNEXI.IRIi ABliLOWAS OU'J'LlN.:tJ IN ITEM fU2 OFTRE pROVIDER AGMI:MIiNT. 

PROVIDE~ NAME: NASSER RAAO 

AElN: 783$90G7841 

PRAC.TlCE NAME. CENTRAl EYSOARE 

PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: 331695-897 PUNCHBOWl. RD 

·PuNCHBOWL2196 

TO: VSP Global, Inc. 
33~3 Quality Ofllle 
Rancho CQrdova, CA 95510 
USA 

AttentIon: VSP Au~tt8l1a Network Atll'rIlnJstYatlon 

In relation to our oonflrmatlcm to part:lcipl.1,e In the V$P AU$l'I'ffila netWork of Independerrt I;)ptometrlsb, w¢ 

undemand that VSP Global, Inc. will be rtOtlfylng tne Australian Cl;lJ11petltlon and Consumlir Commlst./on {ACCC} 
on our beholfto ~eek Immunity In relation to potentlal third line forcing conduct. 

We further 2lcknOWIedSli ;pnd agree that the VSP Austr.tl/a network and our partiCIpation In It 1$ subject to 
gaIning ImmunIty from prosecutton for third line fQr~lr1lJ. A9 part of the submlS$lon to the ACJ:.C for thIs 
purpose, we tonfl rM the following details: 

• (Name {)f optometry practice} authorises V$P Global, Inc. to lodge a 

Proposed conduct: DIscollnter;! optorneby services and e'lecare products for l'I'\~mbern of 
particlpatlng hea tth fl,lnds· : 

Coverage: Australia 

CENTRAL EVBCAR~ 

notlficiltion with -the ACCC em 1m behalf In respect of l~ PlIttlelpatlon In the VSP Australl<'l network, ul'!d 
authorises VSP Global, Inc. to ~al with ~ny querIes from the ACCC on Its behalf. . 

Signature 

, ~~l\biI:W.elor and blffiillf of lname of optometry practice)) 
Name 
Tltl~ 
J;l(lte 

VSP Visioh Cere Provider Asreement 30.10.12_FINAl. 
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Nasser Raad

Central Eyecare Trust ATF Central Eyecare  (ABN 78 369 067 841)

33/696-697 Punchbowl Rd.

Punchbowl NSW 2196

(the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000
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2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  
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ANrilEXURE~ 

TO: 	 VSP GI<;>bal, In~ 
3333 QualityDrilie 
.Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 
.USA 

Attention: VSP Australia Network Administ:ratlon 

In relation to our confirmation to participate in the VSP Australia network of independent optometri~ts, we 
understand that VSP Global, Inr.. will be .notifying the Australian CompetitIon and Consumer Commission (ACee) 
on our behalf to seek Immunity In relatiqn tei -potelitial third fille fbrcing cOnduct.. 

We further ackilow:!edge and agree that the VSP Austra lia netWork and our participation in it Is subject to 
gaining Immunity f~om prosecution for third line forcing. As part ofthe submission' to the .ACCC f~r ~is 
purpose, we cOhfirm the following details: 

Proposed conduct: Discounted .optometry seo:vi.ces and ' eyecare products for members of 
particlpatlnghealtn funds 

Coverage: Australia 

~~\. ~HMa.:t cltt£,.:~:~,Jul~ame ~r.iJptj)~~trY '. praci.keJ a~·o:..i~ VSP Global, Inc. to lodge :J 

notification ~h the ACCC Oil Its behalf In Te.Sp-ect,:Ot' 'its. .partlclpatlon in-1he VSP Australia network. and 
authorises VSP Global, Inc. to d a! with 1ifql!~IeS.'ff~m·the M::CC.on its be~alt . 

.. ... ..: . . ~ 

.Signature 

Name 
TItle 
b.ate 

vsP Vj~iQn Care Provider Agreement 3ci.1O . 12~F1NAl 
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Charbel Raad

CNN Optometrist Pty Ltd as Trustee for Vision Empire Trust

Central Eyecare Chester Hill

Shop 33, 1 Leicester Street Chestersquare

Chester Hill NSW 2162

(the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000
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2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  
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PROVIDER NAME: 	 AtltMb" /2.(ctfIrl2DS. . . - . ' . 
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VSP Global, Int. 

333'.1 Quality Drive 


Rancho Cordova, CA . 95670 

USA 


Attention! VSP AAlstralia Network AdmlnistT..tion 

In N!'j~tion to our confirmation to pilrtldpate In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrists, we 
understand that VSP Glolia~ Inc. will bit notifying the- Australian Competftion and Consumer Commission (ACa) 
~n out behalf to seek ImmUnity In relatloh to potential thl~d line fordng condtlct. 

We further acl<nowl~B'e and agree that the VSP Australia network and our partidpatton In it is subject to 
lrcIinrng immunlty from prosecutlOl) for tillrd line forcing. As part of the subm;"'sion to the ACCC for this 
purpose, we confirm the following deralls: 

Proposed Ulnouct: D1SCOIJnted optometfy services and eyacare products for members of 
partldpating health funds 

Coveraga: Australiil. 

.@fIf..;!1QI.J["tJfT[Ctk . (Name . of optOmetry practice] authorises VSP Global, Inc. to lodg9 a 
notification with the NYC on Its bef)alf In respect of Its partidpation in the VSP AusmUa network, arut 
. authotises V$~ Global, Inc. to deal with any queries from the A.Cee on its behalf. 

Signature 
(As 811 avtoor1sed ""Ilresentatlve for .nd behalfof [name of optometry practlCl!)) 

Name 
Title fff-WAm 	 . 
DatI! 
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Annie Richards
Churchlands Optical Pty Ltd.
doing business as Claremont Optical
2/24 St. Quentin Ave.
Claremont, WA 6010 (the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000
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2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank,
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  
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ANNEXURE A 

INSTRUCTIONS; P!.£ASE COMPlETE ANNEXUR Ei ABElOW A.<; DUTliNEO IN InN! #U OF'rnE PROVIDE!! AG.RI;EMfM"• 

PROVIDER NAME: .ldt/N1£ at titfV2l$ 
ABN: 25 $,£3 063 -122 
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TO: VSP G(obal, Inc. 
3333 QU(lllty Drive 
Rancho Cordoll(l. CA 95670 

USA 


Attentloo' \/SP Australia Netwod( Admlnls1ratiol, 

In relation to our cooftrmatlon to partldpate In the VSP Australia netwurk of independeJ\t optometrists, we 

understand thl!t VSI> Global, Jne. will be notifvlng the Australian CompetJtlon ~nd Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
Oft our l>ehalfto seek Immunity in relation tJ) potential third Hoe forcing condu¢ . 

We further l!c:i(nowledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our participation. In It Is subject to 
salnlng immunity from prosecution for third line forcing. As part of the submission to the ACC(. for this 
purpose, we confirm the following detalls: 

Proposed conduct: Discounted optometrY services and eyecare products for menlbi!r5 of 
participating health funds 

Coverage; Australia 

CI1vR£HfAtIJP> l.J/17C41. Inc. to lodge a[Name of optomotry practice) authoriSllS VSP Globlll, 
notification wIth the ACCe on II:S behalf in respect of Its participa1ion in the VSP Austrpl1a network. and 
authorises vSP Global, Inc. fa deal with sny queries from the ACCC or) its behalf. 

Signature 

Name 
TItle 
~ate 
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Annie Richards 
Churchlands Optical Pty Ltd.
Churchlands Optical
4/5 Flynn Street
Churchlands, WA 6018 (the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000

2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 
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and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  
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PROVIDER NAM~: CliITurd Chong 

ABN~ 82132097617 

PRACTICE NAME; Clifford Chong oetometrlBt 

PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: 4 Ensign Place, CasUs Hills NSW 2154 

1'0; 	 VSP GlobClI.lhc. 
D.33~ Quality OrlVe 
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Clifford Chong

Clifford Chong & CCOptom Pty Ltd

doing business as Clifford Chong Optometrist

4 Ensign Place

Castle Hills NSW  2154

(the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000
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2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  



ANNEXURE A 

INSTRUCTIONS: PLEASE OOMPL~E ANNEXURE ABELOW AS OUTLINED IN ITEM '112 OF THE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME: Jenny Uvanos 
o 

36650248093ABN: 

CONCORD EYE CAREPRACTice NAME: 

PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: 227 ConcofdRd 
--------~--~--------~-

North Slrathfield NSW 2137 

TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. 
3333 Quality Drive . 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 
USA 

Attentlor'u VSP Australia Network Admlni$tratlon 

In refation to ouf confirmation to participate In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrists, we 
understand that VSP Glob3t. Inc.. will be notiiYlng the Australian COmpetition and Consumer Commissioo (ACCC) 
on our behalf to seek immunity in r~latlon to potential third line forcing (ortduct . 

. We furthe( acknowledge and agree that the VSP AlIstlCllla network and ouf partiCipation in it is subject to 
galnln, Immunity from prosecution for third line forcing. As part of the submf~ion to the ACCC for this 
purpose, we confirm the following details: 

____________(Name of optometry praCtice] authorises VSP Glob~1, Inc. to lodge a 

Proposed concluct Discounted optometry services and eyecare products tor members of 
partftlpating health funds 

Coverage: Australia 

CONCORD EYE CAllE 

notificatIon with the ACcr:. on its behillf in re5pect of Its PilfticlpatiOI1 in the VSP Australia Iletwork, and 
authorises VSP Global, Inc. to deal with any queries from the A on Its beh,lIf. 

Signature 

Name 
TItle 

. Jann UvanO$ 

(As an authorlsed repr. 
Jenny UvanO$ 
Owner 

Date. 5/11/2012 

V$P VISion Cllte Provider Agreement 30.10.ll_FlNAl 
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Jenny Livanos
(Individual/Sole Trader, ABN 36650248093)
Trading as Concord Eye Care
227 Concord Road
North Strathfield, NSW 2137 (the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000

2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

lpfit
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The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated,
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Matthew Curra

Curra & Associates Pty Ltd

doing business as Cronulla Vision

1/34 Cronulla St

Cronulla NSW 2230

(the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000

lpfit
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2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  



ANNEXURE A 

INSTRucnoNS: P EASE COMPLETE ANNEXURE A BElOW AS OUTlIN£D·JN ITEM #12 OF THE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME: 

ABN: 


PRACTICE NAME: 
 C~ll\l t:2i.~><"-<-______ 

PRIMARY PRACTI ADDRESS: S" .28"&"58,. ~1t-.\G-VI\ll= (f;N.iML S.C. 

TO: 	 v P Global, Jne. ,i 
3 3 Quality Drive 

. 
i,cho Cordova, CA 95670 

Attention: VSP A tralia Network Administration 

In relation to our onfirmation to participate In the VSP Australia network of independent optometrists, we 
understand that V P Global, Inc. will be notifying the Australian Competition and Consumer CommissIon (ACCq 
on our behalf to s ek immunity in relation to potential third Une forcing conduct. 

We further ackno vledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our participation In it IS 'subject to 
gaining Immunity om prosecution for third line forcing. As pl;lrt of the submission to the ACCC for this 
purpose, we conti the follOWing details: 

. Proposed conduct 	 Discounted optometry services and eyecare · products for membe'rs of 
participating health funds 
Australia 

-=:l"'-'-:!"'-'-'Cl.!:..=""=t!..:.O:"--___-'--[Name of optometry practice] authorises VSP Global, Inc. to' lodge a 
its behalf in' respect of its partiCipation in the VSP Australia netwo~k, and 

ai, In~. to deal with any queries from the ACCC on its behalf. 
...... 

Signature 

Name 

Title 

Date 


V$P Vision Care Pr vider Agreement 15.10.12 	 ! . 
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Phillip Luu
Crystal Eyecare Pty Ltd.
SH 28 & 38, Springvale, SC
268-274 Springvale Rd, Springvale, VIC 3171 (the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000
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2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  



ANNEXUBEA 

INSTRUCTIONS; PleASE COMPLm ANNIlXU~E ABElOW AS OUl'LlNfD IN rtEM #l2 OF THE PROVlIJ~R AGREEMENT. 

fHAr-) fl{rW'?T!l.t1J7.s. tIL.PROVIDER NAME: 

ABN: F; 'to '''1:~ i ~ 5 
PRACTICE NAME: rn~ Qettn1lt£ il/tl~tT 

PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: ~ 1~'8 If reA."".., HU lll/fJt. S. c 
1.'1c CtM";tT~t.6fdJ.<"l #4 fPttnr .f/I(..t / I/It 'S/5/ 

TO: VSP Globlil, Inc. 
3333 Quality ortve 

R~nct1o CordOl/tI, CA 95670 

USA 

AttentlQta: VSP Australia Network AdmInistration 

In (el;1)tion to our confirmation to par~lcipate In the VSP Australis network of Independent optQm~trlsts, we 
understand that VSP Glob~l, Inc. will be notifying the Australia" Competition and COr'l$umer CommIssion (ACCC) 
on OUf behslfto $eek Immunity In n:lation to POtential third line fordr'lgcondutt . 

We further aCknowledue and agree tllat the'VSP AI!;;ualia network and OUf partlclp~tlOIl In It Is subjett to 
satnlng Immunity from pwsecutlon for third /lne forcing. As part of the submission to the ACCC for this 
purpc!~~, we oonflnn the following details: . 

Proposed conduct: Discounted optometry .seMcel) and eyocare products for members of 
partlclpatlng health funds 

Coverase: Australia 

M~~e -&/!A ~~51:: {Name (If (Ipt<imatry practice) fluthorlsas VSP Global, Inc. 'Q lodge EI 
not tlon with the Ar;J:;C on Its bebatr'ln respect of lts p~ttlcIPatlor'l In the VSP Australia network, and 
authorIses VSP Global, Inc.. d~a~:7lh~oy querfes from the ACCC on Its behalf. 
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{As an au or/sed r~pres~ntlltlve for find behalf 61 [name of optometry practice}) 
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FormG 
Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (l) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Danh Phan Optometrists Pty Ltd 


My Optometrist 


Shop 238A, Forest Hill Chase Shopping Center 


270 Canterbury Rd 


Forest Hill, VIC 3131 


(the Participant). 


(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, lECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IE CPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 
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2. Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

with Medibank, which has 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional infonnation in relation to this notification: 

Allens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 

Kon Stellios 	 AUST. COiJIPETIT/ON & 
------- -~-- - - ---. - - .- ----..-- -'---- ~ -------- .~--- . .- ----- --- - CONSUMER COfdr.~ ISSI 
(Full Name) 	 w~ .., .... tI ~l' E ON 

2 3 NOV 2012Allens 

(Organisation) 


.J~~~____ ...__.____._..________.. __ ...._..__._ ....-.. _._____... _ 
(Position in Organisation) 



DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the 110tice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the BICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future . 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1 00 1 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of lEeps, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. lEeps occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some lEeps participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure of IEeps to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from lEeps within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IEeps, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Clifton Ng
Designer Optical Outlet Pty Ltd. ITF Designer Optical Outlet Unit Trust
11/44-56 Hampstead Rd
Maidstone, VIC 3012 (the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000
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2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Mahi Goyal
MG Optical Pty Ltd.
Trading as Eden Rise Optical
Shop 9, Corner of O’Shea and Clyde Road
Berwick, VIC 3806 (the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000

2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:
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The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  
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Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

John Bolton 

Essential Eyewear Pty Ltd. 

Shop 13 Bracken Ridge Plaza 

Corner of Norris and Telegraph Roads 

Bracken Ridge, QLD 4017 (the Participant). 


(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

AlIens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 
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2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

5. 	 Market definition 



Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional infonnation in relation to this notification: 

Aliens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 

_~QIl:_~teIJi~s_____ .________ __ ___ ._ ~___ ._-- .. ... ____._ _._ 
(Full Name) 

AlIens 

(Organisation) 


Partner 

(Position in Organisation) 
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DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eye care 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eye care products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of lECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. lECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some lECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure ofIECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network lECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



tNSTRUcrIONS: PLEASE COMPltrE ANNI!XUIU! A aELOW AS ounlNED IN JltMMl Of THE PROVIDER AGRilliMmT. 

PROVIDER NAME: 	 ~ fC..tt~K1 Gr: 'fA 

ABN: 	 71 36 7 Jti2! J ( "1 

PRACllCI: NAME: . 511'&.&irR.~ 0fnf.fh-. c~$r(e 

PRIMARY PRACflCEADDRESS: &Mt ~/:J, -0,0 ~r~eJ' Rc{. 
.(b..rMB/tl- Vtc.. 3{63 

TO! VSP Global, Inc. 
3333 Quality Orive 
Rancho Cordova, CA 9S670 
USA 

Anentltln: VSP AwtrQlis Netwol'i< Admln1st~ti<'ln 

In reJ<'ltlon to our (;l)nfirmatlon to Ptlrtlclpate In the VSP Austr:!lna network £If Independent 9P1;om~trlstil, we 
understand that \lSI> Global, Inc, will b~ notIfying the Australian Competition and Consumer CommISsion (AlXC) 
on our beh..lftl1seek tmlJ1unttvln relation to potentialthirclilne fr;m;;lng condUct. 

We fUrth~r acknowledge and agree that the- VSP Australra network and our participation In it Is subject to 
eaintng- Immunity from prQ$t!"~l1tiOli fot third line forcing. M part of the submi$Sion to the ACCe (Of this 
I>utpo~, we confirm the follQwing details: 

Prop()$~d conduct: 	 Discounted optometry sllrvlc¢s and eytl(sre products for memb~(5 of 
partlclp~~I(lg health funds 
Austrafl~ 
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notifl tion with tha ACee on It behalf 10 respect of its participation in th~ VSP Au£tra~a network, and 
authOrises vsp Global, Inc. TO deal wIth i1ny queries from the ACCC on j~ blthalf. 

Signature 
(As a Uth0".1-: representative for and behalf of [name' of optometry practicell 

Nan'le 
Title . _,~ 
Date 

VSP VI~toi'l Care Provider Agree.ment 1.5.10.12 
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Khang Ta
Evergreen Optical Pty Ltd.
Trading as Evergreen Optical Carnegie
Shop 2/2-20 Koornang Rd
Carnegie, VIC 3163 (the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000

lpfit
Typewritten Text
N96303



2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  



ANNEXUIl!:.A 

PROVIDER NAME. 

ABN: . 

PRACTICB NAME: 


PRIMARY P'RACTICE ADDRESS: 


TOI VSP Globar, loe. 

3333 Qu<!ltty Ori I
Rancho Cordova, 95670 . 

USA 


AttMtloll: VSP Australia NetWQf AdmlnJstrati<m 

In relation to our (;ooflrmfltion t participate in the VSP Australia network of Independent opto,metrists, we 
und~rsti\nd that VSP Global- Inc, ill be notifyIng the Auslrali~11 Competitlon Bnd Consumer <;:Omrn)sslon {ACec:) 
on oudle)ll1rf to seek Immunity I relation to potential third line forcing cf;)nduct, 

We further a(:~nowfedge and age that the VSP AUlitralla network and our pllrticlptltlon in it js subJ~ct to 
gaining imlT)untty from prosect! on for third line forCIng. As part of the submission to ~he ACCe for this 
purpos~, we cOhfirm the followln details: . 

Proposed <:OhtJUct: DtCOUtlteu optOl'lletty services and eyeCilt~ products · for ml!~bers of 
p rtlclpating health fUll ds . . 

Coverage: A stralla . . 

Er~ 10 '&-t ~ t/i1Cr1!! nl~ (Name of optometry practIce) lluthorJses VSP Global. Inc. to lOdge- ~ 
notlficatioh with the ACCC on II. behalf In' respect of Its participation in the VSP AustraUa network, and 
.authQrlses VSP Global, Inc, to deB with any querieg from the ACCC on Its benlJlf. 

Signature 

presetrtatlve for and behalf of [na me ofoptometry practl~J) . 
Name , ~i . . . 

~~~~~~~~~--
lltle 
Data 

' . 

VSP VlsIQIl Care Provider Agreerne t 15.10.l2 
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Form G

Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

Elaine Bentley
Eye to Eye Optometry Pty Ltd.
Shop 1109 Westfield
North Lakes QLD 4509 (the Participant).

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Allens

Attention: Kon Stellios

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place

126 Phillip Street

Sydney NSW 2000

lpfit
Typewritten Text
N96304



2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  



A~N!lXUHI!A 

INSTRUCTIONS: 	 PLEASE COMPLETE ANNEXUREA BELOW AS OUTLINED IN ITEM IIU OFTHE PROVIDER AGREEMENT• 

PROVIDER NAME; 	 .-bL'-'I Wf3(J~ tJ I{) LA).>J.ZI 

E'-(€CJC\ fl..E. Of'E. I cnv-.S. Fr-t ·LT.-b 


. ABN: 	 77 I~r 5-1>~ .2.)..,... 

EyEQ OerPtrltF"T/VS- T.5.IICR.lltc'~YPRACTICE NAME: 

PRIMARYPRACfICEADDRES5: Sf, foifOUd 'i ~ 

. /fEgve-{~Lr 6r 'ly y.t c;j. + ~ . 

TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. 

3333 Quality DrIve 

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

USA 


AttentIon: VSP Australia Network Administration 

In relation to our confirmation to partIcipate In the vsp A~stl'iJlla network of Independant optometrists, we 
underlitand that VSP Global, Inc. will be notifying the Australian Compettt/on and Consumer Commission (ACCC] 
on our behalfto seek Immu·nlty In relatlon to potential thIrd line forcing conduct 

We further ack~owledge .md agree that the VsP Australia network and our part1clpatlon In It Is ~ublect to 
galnlng Immunity from prosecutIon for third line forcing. As part of the submissIon to the ACCe for this 
purpose, we confirm t~e follOWing details: 

proposed conduc~ Discounted optometry services· and ayecare products for members of 
partlclpatfng health funds 

Coverage: Australia 
e-tC6<. OP70n1.~tU~..,--> 	 .
II:. ~ev&'1 67&/'-( [Name of optometry practice] autl)orlses VSP Global, Inc. to lodge a 

notification with the ACCC 0 Its behalf In respect of Its participation In the VSP Australia network, and 
authorises VSP Global, 19 • al with any queries from the ACCC on Its behalf. 

Signature 

Name 
Title 
Date 

VSP VIsion Care Provider Agreem~t 15.10.12 
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FormG 
Conunonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (I) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Lily Wegrzynowki 

Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba EyeQ Hervey Bay 

56 Torquay Road 

Hervey Bay, QLD 4655 (the Participant) . 


(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 
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2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. 	 Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional infonnation in relation to this notification: 

Aliens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 	23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 

Kon Stellios 
-- '- '_ ._.. ~ - -.-"- - ..._ - ....-_._- ... ..__.•....__.__.- .....•- .. -- .....- -....... -- .. -._._-.-.-- ._..• 

(Full Name) 

Allens 

(Organisation) 


..1'at:!D~~_ .. __ ._.._.._______.__.__ __ .. _.. _.._..____...__ .. _._.._____.. ___.__ 
(Position in Organisation) 

AUST. COMPETITION & 

CONSUMER CQfJlMISSION
,,1=' P r"!l l ql'.' ':: 

2 3 NOV 2G12 



DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
noti fication. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of lEeps, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. lEeps occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some lEeps participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure of lEeps to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from JEeps within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network lEeps, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



.8NNE)(URE A 


INSTRUCTIONS: PLEASE COMPLETE ANNEXURE ABElOW AS OlfTliNED IN ITEM lin OF 'rHE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 


PROVIDER NAME: 

ABN: 

PRACTICE NAME: 

PRIMARV PRACTICE ADDRESS: .B. 7 qlSEftT NCS,e:=-Sl\l SICEAlT~b 
.--.- .. _- .- .... -- -..-- .. .. · -----S77 ..§6r7t£1Y'\e-pJT..:~t>;r·--- ·-·- - - ··· ~ .··... ·m _ _ _ •••_ • 

/LvEPER.~i<J.1 Q'--J> I ,,+oS'f. 

TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. 

3333 Quality Drive 

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

USA 


AttentIon: VSP Australia Network AdminIstratIon 

In relation to our confIrmation to partlclpClte In the VSP Australia network of independent optometrists, we 
understand that VSP Global, Inc. will be notifying the AustralIan Competition and Consumer CommIssion (ACCC) 
on our behalf to seek Immunity In relation to potentIal thIrd nne forcing conduct. 

We further ack~owledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our partlcipation In It Is ~ubJect to 
gaining Immunity from prosecutIon for thIrd line forcing. As part of the submissIon to tho ACCC for this 
purpose, we confirm t~e followIng details: 

Proposed conduct: DIscounted optometry services and eyecare products for members of 
participating health funds 

Coverage: Australia 
~6G</ < (3 

iOp"'qn£,!,~I$.-r:>
f'eP{J(ft [Name of optometry practice} autl)orls~ VSP Global, Inc. to lodge a 

notlflcatlon with the ACCC on behalf In respect of Its participation In the VSP Australia network, end 
authnrlses VSP Global, In Iwith any queries from the ACCC on Its behalf. 

I 

Signature 

Name 
TItle 
Date 

VSp'V;s!on Care Provider Agreement 15.10.12 
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Form G 
Commonwealth of Australia 

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1) 
NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

 (a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 
 
Monique Dorman 
Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba EyeQ Optometrists Keperra 
577 Settlement Road 
Keperra, QLD 4054 (the Participant). 

 (b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 
 
VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 
 

 (c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 
 

Allens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 

Sydney NSW 2000 
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2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  



AI'IIIIEXUBEA 

INSTRUCTIONS: PLEASE COMPI.£TE ANNEXURE A BElOW AS OUTliNED IN ITEM 1112 OF THE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME: 

ABN: 

PRACTfCENAME: E'-(C'6< QJPr(J..:M<Er&/>rS MLC- <;YbI'JEy 

PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: S/Iof ~ L CU6L~ tJ1u: Le/IJ rtet? 

'" - CII--S.TLC:~ /j ·Ylt..£::r 
-4 Yb ~ 1\1 5 ""-l 2- 0 0--[) 

TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. 

3333 Quality Drive 

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

USA 


Attention: VSP Australia Network Administration 

In ,.elatlon to our confirmation to partlclPilte In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrists, we 
understand that VSP Global, Inc. will be notifying the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
on our behalf to seek ImmunIty In relation to potential third line forcing conduct. 

We further acknowledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our participation In It Is subJec~ to 
gaining Immunity from prosecution for third line forcing. As part of the l>ubmlsslon to the ACCC for this 
purpose, we confirm t~e following detilils: 

Proposed conduct: Discounted optometry services and eyecare products for members of 
partldpatlng health fUllds 

Coverage; Australia 
C'(f'E-Q OprD/J1er~ ~1.:s.: 

.vtL~ 9 YI>N G'1 [Name of optometry practice) authorises VSP Global, Inc. to lodge a 
notification with the ACCC1y Its behalf in respect of Its participation In the VSP "ustralla network, and 
authorises VSP Global, (9. 7J eal with any queries from the ACCC on Its behalf. 

Signature 

Name 
Title 
Date 

VSP Vision Care Provider Agreement 15.10.12 
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FormG 
Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 


To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. 	 Applicant 

(a) 	 Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Adam Maher 

Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba EyeQ MLC Sydney 

Shop 7, Level 7, MLC Centre 

Castlereagh Street 

Sydney, NSW 2000 (the Participant). 


(b) 	 Short description of business carried on by that person: 

(Refer to direction 3) 


VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other JECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
JECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) 	 Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 
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and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. 	 Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional information in relation to this notification: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 	23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 

_~<:}I1_§!~Eqs______ 

AUSl' 	COMPETITION & 
•CONSUMER .... OMMISSION 

~CI o~"Q"'E 

__"_ ..____.__ .. _____ _ ~- - --___._____ _ Z 3 NOV 2012 
(Full Name) 

Allens 

(Organisation) 


Partner 

(position in Organisation) 




DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 JECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating JECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some JECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore', Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 100 I Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up ofIECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. lECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some lECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure of lECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from lECPs within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network lECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



ANNEXURE A 

INSTRUCTIONS: PLEASE COMPLETE ANNEXURE ABElOW AS OUTLINED IN ITEM #12 OF THE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME: 

ABN: 

PRACTICE NAME: . 6YEe. Of!1Plnr-uYS-r;$ N6iu</VrJ 
9~{JJ.o NEIAI"'lJ S,NePP/;vq cEN'I~ 

PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: 2 n t?21) NT(tt:..UTc Rt> 
.ft/Ct..J-rQnL .. SI1 -. .JQft-

TO: VSP Global, Inc, 
3333 Quality Drlve 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 
USA 

Attention: VSP Australia Network Administration 

In relation to our confirmation to parllclpate in the VSP Australia network of independent optometrlsts, we 
understand that VSP Global, Inc, wlll be notifying the Australian Competition and Consumer CommIssion (ACCe) 
on our be~alf to seek Immunity In relation to potential third line forcing conduct, 

We further acknowledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our participation In It Is subject to 
gaining Immunity from prosecution for third line forcing. As part of the submission to the ACCC for this 
purpose, we confirm the following details: 

ey c: Q. 0 noh1e"'ir~$ rs 

proposed conduct: Discounted optometry services and eyecare products for members of 
participating health funds 

Coverage: . Australia 

/1/ 6MJ 'IQ.,J [Name of optometry practice] authorises VSP Global, Inc, to lodge a 
Its behalf In respect of its partlclpatlon In the VSP Australia network. and 

(j 81 with any queries from the ACCC on Its behalf. 

Signature 

Name 

TItle 

Date 

VSP Vision Care Provider Agreement 30.10,12_FINAl 

10 



FormG 
Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Eric Wallis 

Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba EyeQ Newton 

Shop 20 Newton Shopping Centre 

299 Montacute Rd 

Newton, SA 5074 (the Participant). 


(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Aliens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 
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2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



__ 

7. Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional information in relation to this notification: 

Aliens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 	23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf oftbe applicant 

(Signature) 

J~:91?:_Ste11i~~_____ _~ _. _.___.._....._.,._.______ ___ ., ~_ ".___.___ .__...._ 
(Full Name) 

Aliens 

(Organisation) 


J>¥ffi_~~__ . _. ___. o . _ _ _ _ _ 0 __ _ • _ _ _ __' • • _ • •• _ _ • ___ _ . _. _ _ • 

(Position in Organisati(1 \\~~~~~~~_...~
AUST. COrJPETITION & 

CONSUMER COT.~MISSION 
R.'~ ' ~ .... -~'C 

2 3 NOV 2012 



DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 	 . 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist JECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these JECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specs avers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other JECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for JECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 JECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating JECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more JECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as welt as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure oflECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



ANNEKlJRE'A 

INSTRUCTIONS: PLFASE COMPLETE ANNEXURE ABElOW AS OUTl.INEP IN ITfM #12 OF THE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME: SvoNII4 feCL, IZZ.';:;-,t(, 
6,-(!EoA(Lce>~~~I+7"IO,r-J_~ p"." L'I,.I) 

ABN: ;7 7 1::L:r ~ b.6 2.. ~r 
PRACTICE NAME: 6y~Q 0 fJTD J'YlE7"'i{jS -;:s. C /-ft'Vl:BE-~ kJE (. L 

PRIMARVPRACnCEADDRESS: 7l.o<JI<~C>~ · Rl> 

. . -.---. - _dO__ -_.-'--'- " d ·c..~BE-~W etC-v) .~~$- t2-f"h 


TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. 

3333 Qualltv Drive 

Rancho cordova, CA 95670 

USA 


Attention: VSP AustralJa Network Administration 

In relatIon to our confirmation to participate In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrists, we 
understand that VSP Global, Int. will be notIfyIng the Australian Competition and Consumer CommIssion (ACCC) 
on our behalf to seek Immunity In relation to potential thIrd line forcing conduct. 

We further aclffiowledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our partIcipation In It Is liubject to 
gaining Immunity from prosecution for third line forcing. As part of the submIssion to the Acce for this 
purpose, we confirm t~e followIng details: 

Proposed conduct: Discounted optometry services- and eyacars products for members of 
partIcipating health funds 

Coverage: Allstralia 

G-1~rQ. (f) P«O WU?rf<-/S!.>
..c.1-VV\BC::~ wEC..L.- [Name of optometry pra~ce) autl)orrses VSP Global, Inc. to lodge a 

notlflcatlon with the ACCC 0 Its behalf In respect of Its participation In the VSP Australia network, and 
authorises VSP Global,l? • a[ with any queries from the ACCC on Its behalf. 

SIgnature 

sed representative for and behalf of [name of optometry practlcel) 


Name _ A Fo,gTesc-uc. . 

TItle 

Date -J.-.:::.=...:~:::.....><:...>oo<:c:....=..~,-,~==:.c- f2... LvI 2--

VSP Vision Care ProvIder Agreement 15.10.12 

1D 
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Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Sonia Pellizzer 
Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba EyeQ Optometrists Camberwell 
7 Cookson Road 
Camberwell, VIC 3124 (the Participant). 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 
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2. Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds . Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

with Medibank, which has 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional information in relation to this notification: 

Allens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

AUST. COiJl?ETITION & 
(Signature) CONSUMER Cor.JIMISSION 

,~c, ", "'" 'Q~I E 

_~~~_§!~Ui<?s___,_____ ,'_.______.,._ __._ 2 3 NOV 2012 
(Full Name) 

Aliens 
(Organisation) 

P~f!n~~, . ____. . ___ . ____.____.___ __ .__..________ .' _....__ ._ ___ 
(position in Organisation) 



DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure ofIECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



ANNEXURE A 

II\ISTRUCTIONS: 	 PLEASE COMPLETE ANNEXURE AIlEI.OW AS OUTLINED .IN ITEM #12 OFTHE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME; fJl-OTI 0:; TrtN'Dc?: 
eYfE~l'l~ 0 j?61'{.~o~ '> Pry L7J> 

ABN: 	 77 I':L~ 36,4 ~ . 

PRACTICE NAME: CYEo.. Oro lJ1/irJISI)73. S~/J1}tr 4.)rt;.o.b 

PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: 5/fCf'd}) C6 iftwmt1L).' RDCflq:>f}(~ ~ 

. .- . . .. . SPR),Nq lUeiDD )Ql ~; '11:2-7 · - .. 


TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. 

3333 Quality Drive 

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

USA 


Attention: VSP ~stralia Network AdmInIstration 

In relation to our confirmation to participate In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrists, we 
understand that VSP Global, Inc. will be notifying the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
on our behalf to seek Immunity In relation to potential thIrd line forcing conduct. 

We further ack~owledge and asree that the VSP Australia network and our partlclpatlon In It Is ~ubJect to 
gaining Immunity from prosecution for third line forcing. As part of the submission to the ACCC for this 
purpose, we conflrm ~e following details: 

Proposed conduct: DIscounted optometry services· and eyecare products for members of 
participating health funds 

Covl!rage: Australia 
e1EG... 0P-("~"(tV>T"> . . 

.Z/'t3IN£,., W!.P¢ [Name of optometry practice] aut~orlses VSP Global, Jnc. to lodge a 
notificatIon with the Acee on I behalf In respect of Its participation In the VSP Australia network, and 
authorises VSP Global, In . 0 e Ith any queries from th!l ACCC on Its behalf.I I . 

Signature 

Name 
Title 
Date 

) 

VSP Vision Care Provider Agreement 15.10.12 

http:15.10.12


 

 

Form G 
Commonwealth of Australia 

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1) 
NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

 (a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 
 
Photios Tanos 
Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba EyeQ Optometrists Springwood 
Shop 23, Centrol Mall 
814 Rochedal Road 
Springwood, QLD 4227 (the Participant). 

 (b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 
 
VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, IECPs) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 
 

 (c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 
 

Allens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 

Sydney NSW 2000 

lpfit
Typewritten Text
N96310

lpfit
Typewritten Text



2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates:

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds.

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to attached submission.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Members of participating health funds.  Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time:

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members.

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Approximately 3.8 million.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses:

N/A

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Please refer to the attached submission.



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

Please refer to the attached submission.





DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.



Submission

Background

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955.  It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members.

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia.  This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica.  VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs.

Notified Conduct

In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers.  At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner.  No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds.  

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds.  The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees.

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans.  Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members.  This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network.  

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members.  Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal.  VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future.

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network.  Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets.   VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network.  Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP.

Competition Issues

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations.  There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical.  These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services.  This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale.

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets.  In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand.

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business.  IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales.  In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs.  Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage.

Public Benefits

The VSP network will increase the exposure of IECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica.  This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products.

Health fund members will receive:
 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains;
 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network;
 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans.  

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members.  

Public Detriments

There are no public detriments from the conduct.  Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships.  Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose.

Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification.  



ANNEXURE A 

INSTRUCTIONS: PLEASE COMPlETE ANNEXURE AIlEI.OWAS OUTUNEO IN ITEM 1112 OFTHE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME: 	 R,08"1N Mftt::.ICt ;r-rJ 
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TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. 

3333 Quality Drive 

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

USA 


Attention: VSP Australia Network AdmInistration 

In relation to our confIrmation to participate In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrIsts, we 

understand that VSP Global, Inc. will be notifying the Australian CompeUtion and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 

on our behalfto seek Immunity In relatlonto potential thIrd line forcing conduct. 


We further acknowledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our parOclpatlon In It is ~ubJect to 

gaining Immunity from prosecution for third line forcing. As part of the submisSion to the ACCC for this 

purpose, we confirm t~e folloWIng details: 


Proposed conduct: Discounted optometry services and eyecare products for members of 
partIcipating health funds 

Coverage~ Australia 
e-t~ op'-T()mc-ne../<;~ 

:>,U B14C-o . [Name of optometry pradlce) aut~orlses VSP Global, Inc. to lodge a 

notification with the A~ 0 behalf In rcipect of Its participation In the VSP Australia network, and 

authorises VSP Global, h{c.,lo Iwith any queries from the ACCC on Its behalf. 

SIgnature 

Name 
Title 
Date 

VSP Vision Care Provider Agreement 15.10.12 

10 
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FormG 
Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 


To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Robyn Madigan 
Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba EyeQ Optometrists Subiaco 
108 Rokeby Rd 
Subiaco, W A 6008 (the Participant). 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


lpfit
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2. Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. 	 Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name~ postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional infonnation in relation to this notification: 

Allens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 

Kon Stellios 
.- . ._..•..._-- -.---"-... '-- - ,- ._-- -- --..-~-.- --_.---- . ---..._......,---- " .'- '---- .---- .- . ~ 

(Full Nl,UIle) 

AlIens . ..------. --.. ' .. , 


(Organisation) 


..1'~rtn~~. ___._..... ..____._.. _.______.._......_. ___..____ .... _.. ___ _____.__ 
(position in Organisation) 

AUST. COMPE;TITION & 

CONSUMER ,,;o,"JlMISSION 


~ ~- : ":"1-" ' , "' S: 

2 3 NOV 2012 



DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

. VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist JECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for JECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 

participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and JECP 

members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 

providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 

Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 

payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 


The Participant and other JECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other JECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network JECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for JECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IEeps will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating JECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more JECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 100 I Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUP A, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of IECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure ofIECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



ANNEXURE 1\ 

INSTRUCTJOIIIS: 	 P~EASE COMPlEiE ANNEXURE ABELOW AS OUTlINED IN ITEM II~ OFTHE PROViDER AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME: tY/ ftfl. IL EL fl N b:riR .s.. 
~ift¥f.£fftp--,OI\lS. P<, L-TbABN: 

PRACTICE NAME: fl-lJlUf}Gs-z.. >MIW fYE'q Op-1Oh(crfl-ISn. 

PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: L(-fJ !?eo RRJ {,t J I~ .g ", 

q.------ - - - -- - . . _ _. -- - - - - -- -·Y-O(2rV 9·/ -AJ >-~ .-;J. E!i1 --. __ n 	 . ... ...

TO: 	 VSP Global. Inc. 

3333 Quality Drive 

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

USA 


Attention: VSP Australia Network AdminIstration 

In relation to our confirmation to participate In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrists, we 
understand that VSP Global, Inc. will be notIfyIng the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCe) 
on our behalf to seek Immunity In relation to potential thIrd line forcing conduct. 

We further acknowledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our participation In It Is $ubJect to 
gaining Immunity from prosecution for third line forcing. As part of the submission to the ACCC for thIs 
purpose, we confirm t~e following details: 

. Proposed conduct: Discounted optometry services and eyecare products for members of 
participating health funds 

Coverage: C'A_~ Australia 
rLI'Yf\J ~GR~~ Yrvltrfl. 

6't6 Q (/) Y'1fJmtf.-(.t~T$ [Name of optometry practice] i1ut~orrses VSP Global, Inc. to lodge a 
. notification with the ACCC· on s behalf In respect of It's participation In the VSP Australia network, and 

authorises VSP Global, I~ . with Bny queries from the ACCC on Its behalf. 

Signature 

Name 
Tlt/e 

Date 
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Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Mark Flanders 
Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba Flanders and Smith EyeQ Optometrists 
48 Boorowa Street 
Young, NSW 2594 (the Participant). 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


lpfit
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2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds . Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. 	 Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide addjtional information in relation to this notification: 

Allens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

-
(Signature) 

Kon Stellios 

- ---- -_._- _. -. - - ---

•_ _ ___... '.H_' _ .-..-•.• •__ ....:. • __.__ .. __ ,-< __ "••, _ • • •• _ •• • ••_ . _ . _ _ _ • • __. .... _ ••• , ••• _ _ _ _ . -_ • • •. ~~ _ ~ 

(Full Name) 

AlIens 

(Organisation) 


Partner 

(position in Organisation) 


r ~U~1i~~~'56L{~g~'~N
CON 	 ,,~f;" .-:- ....,I q~lf 
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DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item I (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. . 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specs avers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up ofIECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. IECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some IECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure ofIECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



ANNexuRE A 

INSTRUCTIONS: 	 PLEASE COMPLETE ANNEXURE ABELOW AS OUTlINED IN ITEM 1112 OFTHE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME: 	 Rft-<{ YI'1!D N1> fo&. 7 ~8 c.. U e 

£'1c ell-Rtf.. opel?/tr{OJ'V5> P,'7 '--T()


ABN: 	 "77 1.2. 5" :,).6,1, h,h=S:" 

PRACTICE NAME: rO/{"(G$c.u6>/-<DSUK. I5tt;Q t!JProh1e:7f~IS·-u;.. 

PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: 'lfoP 1-//g,.1msa ftC~ Pc /I c.f ~ri~ 
RI4.N)5~ It,,(;· ~I4CI? N>:W;.>;L2-/7 

TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. 

3333 Quality Drive 

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

USA 


Attention: VSP Australia Network AdminIstration 

In relation to our confirmation to participate In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrists, we 
understand that VSP Global, Inc. will be notIfying the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCe) 
on our behalf to seek Immunity In relation to potential third nne forcing conduct 

We further ack~owledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our partidpatlon In It Is subject to 
gaining Immunity from prosecution for third line fordng. As part of the submissIon to the ACCC for this 
purpose, we confirm t~e following details: 

Proposed conduct: Discounted optometry services and eyecare products for members of 
par*lpatlng health funds 

Coverage: Australia 
ro~-T~~t.JG flr/~~"Z-~/< 

6>-(~a (9P'fo[Y/';-~(Jj$1};. (Name of optometry practice) aut~orlses VSf' Global, Inc. to lodge a 
notificatIon wIth the ACCC on /I behalf In respect of Its partIcipation In the VSP Australia network, and 
authorises VSP Global, I~ • Ith any queries from the ACCC on Its behalf. · 

SIgnature 

Name 
Title 
Date 
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Competition and Consumer Act 2010 -subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. 	 Applicant 

(a) 	 Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Raymond Fortescue 
Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba Fortescue and Koszek EyeQ Optometrists 
Shop 9-11 Ramsgate Beach Road 
Ramsgate Beach, NSW 2217 (the Participant). 

(b) 	 Short description of business carried on by that person: 

(Refer to direction 3) 


VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other JECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
JECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) 	 Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 
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2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

with Medibank, which has 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

,(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: . 
Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional information in relation to this notification: 

AlIens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 


J~:911__~telli.~~._._ .. "____ 


AUST. COMPETITION & 
CONSUMER COr,,1MISSION 

~ ~ I:f c-", t • ~I,= 

2 3 NOV 2012 
'---__ __.__... ._.. .____ _ ...~.- .. _....________.. .__ 

(Full NcmJe) 

Aliens . ,, -- -~- -- ~ . . --- -- - , 

(Organisation) 

Partner
. _ 4 __ _ __ • __ •••• _ . __ ___ _ ••__ _ ._."•••••• _. _ •• _ • • ••••------• •• -- • • ••••••••• ______ • __ 

(Position in Organisation) 



DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range ofproducts and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist JECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for JECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these JECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and JECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other JECPs in the VSPnetwork will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other JECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network JECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for JECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating JECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more JECPs will join the network. Some JECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of JEeps, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. IEeps occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some JEeps participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure of JEeps to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from JEeps within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IEeps, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



ANNEXURI!8 

INSTRUCTIONS: 	 PLEASE COMPlETE ANNEXURE ABELOW AS QUTt.INED IN ITEM 1112 OFTHE PROVIDER AGREEMeNT. 

PROVIDER NAME: 	 !<ttfll£/{JNC Co:J>TeLLo 
~~EC44.a-6 oP6{2...I4?oNS p~ L-7p

ABN: 	 77 I }.-r 3bb .:L2-...!; 

PRACTICE NAME: ftl}-N~GN'.$ eye:- Q oPToml!3.,-NS, r~ 

PRIMARV PRACTICE ADDRESS: 110 dial,\) 51) '---tTIf.CtOc.-U / ~tN/ )....710 

TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. 

3333 Quality Drive 

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

USA 


Attention: VSP Australia Network AdmInistration 

In relation to our confirmation to participate In the VSP AustraHa network of Independent optometrists, we 
understand thatVSP Global, Inc. will be notifyIng the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
on our behalf to seek Immunity In relation to potential third line forcing conduct. 

We further ackn'owledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our partlclpatlon In It Is ~ubJett to 
gaInIng ImmunIty from prosecution for third line forcing. As part of the submission to the ACCC for this 
purpose, we confirm t~e following details: 

Proposed conduct: DIscounted optometry servIces· and ayecara products for members of 
participatIng health funds 

Coverage: ( c Australia . 
H~N~~~? 	 . 

6.'f.. ~ cQ . onoMGlg/~'[> (Name of optometry practIce] autf)orises VSP Globill, Inc. to lodge 21 

notification with the ACCC on behalf In respect of Its participation In the VSP Australia network, and 
authorises VSP Global, J c. with any querIes from the ACCC on Its behalf., 
Signature 


rlsed representBthlefor and behalf of (name of optometry practice]) 

· Name 
 o TC:<;;.6uE
TItle 
Data 2-D/ :>-
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FormG 
Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (J) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (I) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Katherine Costello 
Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba Hansen's EyeQ Optometrists 
110 Main Street 
Lithgow, NWS 2790 (the Participant). 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


lpfit
Typewritten Text
N96314



2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 F acts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional infonnation in relation to this notification: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 	23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 


Kon Stellios 

.- -~-- .. "-_ .. --~-,-.-- - ..•.._-- " -- . _.' .'_.. _- ---~- ~- - --'-~'---'---"'T--- .......- -.---.-~ ... -. --"

(Full Name) 

AlIens 

(Organisation) 


Partner 

(position in Organisation) 


-r AUSTu·n9~~1p.5Tlrig~\~N
CONS .;\~c.,~ ~!I::I"\I: 

1 3 NO~ 10\2 



DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds . 

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
B link Optical and 1001 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of lEeps, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. IEeps occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some lEeps participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure of IEeps to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IEeps within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network lEeps, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



ANNEXURE A 

INSTRUCTIONS: 	 PLEASE COMPLETE ANNEXURE ABELOW AS OUrUNEO IN ITEM #l2 OF1HE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 

PRQVIDERNAME: 	 SONI,q f?os.T.J!lN(l-Ie.-- . 

Eye:l!f1flC- 0 f1~/Hlo !:lJ s.. P--t::'1 L-1])


ABN: 	 77 1c?J.--:£.3 £~~ . 

PRAcnCENAME: /lllivs£;'\j'5 c'iG'Q o{J'{toI;/lET,<)S "("3. 

PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: 	 17 S /tot< kJ/C.j.-<.. $:[ 

BltT/kuB5T IV? W .). )1~ 

TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. 

3333 Quality Drive 

~anchoCordova, CA 95670 

USA 


Attention: VSP Australia Network Ac!mlnlstratlon 

In relation 10 our conf1rmatl~n to participate In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrists, we 
understand that VSP Global, Inc. will be notifying the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (AceC) 
on our behalf to seek Immunity In relation to potential third line forcIng conduct. 

We further ack~owledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our partlclpatlon In It Is ~ubJect to 
gainIng Immunity from prosecution for third line forcing. As part of the submission to the ACCC for this 
purpose, we confirm t~ following details: 

Proposed conduct: Discounted optometry services· and eyecare products for members of 
participating health funds 

Coveriige: Australia 

JrIlN>~N!> 
G(£rQ ol?rOh1~.,t<.I$n [Name of optometry practice] 8ut~orlses VSP Global, Inc. to lodge a 

notification with the Acec on behalf In respect of Its participation In the VSP Australia network, and 
authorises VSP Global, . t with any queries from the ACCC on Its behalf. 

Signature 

Name 

Title 

Date 
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FormG 
Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Sonia Bostjancic 
Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba Hansen's EyeQ Optometrists 
175 Horwick Street 
Bathurst, NWS 2795 (the Participant). 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014 651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


lpfit
Typewritten Text
N96315



2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

with Medibank, which has 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. 	 Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional information in relation to this notification: 

Allens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 

Sydney NSW 2000 

Dated 23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 

.Kon Stellios _-_.. ._-- ..._---- - -.. --'" .----- _ ._ ..-.. - . - - -- .. -~- .. -.. -- ._... .....--- '.".'. ' - --,-"-_. ._.. 

(Full Name) 
- .~. 

AHens 
(Organisation) 

.J>il:rtn.~!:._ ... __ ., ..._.. _._.._...__ _._~. __ ....._._....._.__.... __ . .. ._..__ _____.__ 
(Position in Or.ganisation) 

AU ST. COi.'PETITION & 

CONSUMER " OrJIMISSION 


~~ l: 1 C' '"' , 1-':>"1= 

2 J NOV 2012 



DIRECTIONS 


I . 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item I (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds , who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of , no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eye care products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1001 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of lEeps, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. lEeps occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds) , these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some lEeps participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure of IEeps to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from lEeps within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network lEeps, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



ANNEXUREA 

INsmUCTIONS: 	 PlEASE COMPlETfANNEXUREA BELOW AS OUTliNED IN ITEM #12 OFTHE PROVIDE~ AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME: 	 7?JI-o Tt 0$ IIf1\lQ.S

ri'1~Cl4-fLE (!) PG II( pt-:TION>- P-f\.-i I--7!J 


ABN; 	 77 tAr 3bb :.:2-:1...5: 

PRACTICE NAME: 	 1<G«gI'N kJPOb;; Blt5-G.. () pro ~-rf<-I ~ [S.. 

PRIMARVPRACTICEADDRESS: Sllot?I/OI "l37LJ1l1EI\. bUE.) 

q--- , q - , '., RDIYNfI· 
7 

tR5J> -lfbp~--- ---

TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. 

3333 Quality DrIve 

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

USA 


AttentIon: VSP Australia Network Administration 

In relation to our confirmation to partlclpate In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrists, we 
understand that VSP Global, Inc. will be notifying the Australian CompetitIon and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
on our behalf to seek Immunity In relation to potential third line fordng conduct. 

We further acknowledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our partlclpatlon In It Is ~ubJect to 
gaining Immunity from prosecution for third line forcing. As part of the submIssion to the Acec for this 
purpose, we confirm ~e following demlls: 

. Proposed conduct: Discounted optometry services and eyecare products for members of 
participating health funds 

Coverage: Australia
K..e. R.f2..JN ('oOOt....-s

c--t&a.. O~O)YI67Rt$r> [Name of optometry practIce] aut~orlses VSP Global, Inc. to lodge a 
. notification wIth the ACCC on I Ibehalf In respect of Its partIcipation In the VSP Australla network" and 

authorises VSP Global, 1,\ •t e Ith any querl&s from the ACee on Its behalf. 

Signature 

Name 
TItle 

Date 
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FormG 
Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Photios Tanos 
Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba Kerrin Woods EyeQ Optometrists 
Shop 110, 137 Laver Drive 
Robina, QLD 4226 (the Participant). 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


lpfit
Typewritten Text
N96316



2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional infonnation in relation to this notification: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon StellidS 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 	 23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 

JSol1__§telli~s___.__.______.. __ _______ _._-- ._... __._ _.___. _. 
(Full N::une) 

AHens 
.. .- . . -._- - _. ,, 

(Organisation) 

_'p~e.!.. _____.___.___._._..___ _.._.. _.._..____ __ _... ... ___ ._ 
(position in Organisation) 



DIRECTIONS 


I. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar maIll1er. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 100 I Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of lEeps, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. lEeps occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some lEeps participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure of lEeps to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of o'ptometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from lEeps within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network lEeps, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



ANNEXURE/! 

INSTRUCTIONS: . PLEASE COMPLETE ANNEXURE ABELOW AS OUTlINED IN ITEM 1112 OfTHE PROVIDER AGRt:EMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME: N&-rI4-Lte RoI<'/~ 
f':<-(~c...ll\f<£ OPER-V\-7tONJ. P"~ L.Tp 

A8N: - "'17 ,:t :s 3 .b b 2.2..S" 

PRACTICE NAME: /V/tTJ4l....16" ~J..qc t3'1Co.. OP'1?>Infi''IK-/s,·n 

PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: .5UITE 3, 7 CY UJ-Oof>.5.T 

' 1I1)4CKI~tj7 ' ex L-~ '+7<{o ... 

TO; 	 VSP Global, Inc. 

3333 Quality DrIve 

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

USA 


Attention: VSP Australia Network AdmlnlstratlDn 

In relation to our c;onflnnatlon to participate In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrists, we 
understand that VSP Global, Inc. will be nollfylng tha Australian Competition .md Consumer CommISSion (ACCC) 
on our be~alf to seek Immunity In relatlon to potential third llrie forc;lng conduct. 

We further acknowledge anti agree that 1M VSP Australia network and our particIpation In It Is subject to 
Balolng Immunity from prosecution for thIrd fine fordng. As part of the submission to the Acce for this 
purpose, we confJrm the following details: 

proposed conduct: DIscounted optometry services and eyecare products for members of 
. partlc;lpating health furids 

CoverilJle: ~ C'l ._. Australia 
IVl1-fM L 1,- tCD/,,{je

E'i~&.. f) flO WtG.,ru ~r> [Name of optometry practice] autOOrlses VSP Global, Inc. to lodge a 
. notification with the ACCC on 13:; b f In respect of Its participatIon In the VSP Australia network, and 

authorises VSP Global, Inc. to d;eal'w t a yqueries from the Acce on Its behalf. 

SIgnature 

Name 
TItle 
Date 

VSP Vision Care proVider Agreement30.10.12]INAt 
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FormG 
Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Natalie Rokic 
Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba Natalie Rokic Optometrists 
Suite 3, 70 Wood Street 
Mackay, QLD 4740 (the Participant). 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Aliens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 
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2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds . 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by tbe 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

5. 	 Market definition 



Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to' the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional information in relation to this notification: 

Allens 

Attention: Kon Stellios 

Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 

126 Phillip Street 

Sydney NSW 2000 

Dated 23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

AUST. CO....'PE:TITION & 
CC,NSUMER ;;OMMISSION 

I!C' ~ ,.., IO"' J= 

(Signature) 
2 J NOV 2012 

.K2I?:_~!~lU<?~__.. ____ ..__ __ 
(Full Name) 

Allens 
(Organisation) 

Partner 
. --- - ----- -- .._- ". -"_.---~~ - -. -"-- -- - _.. _ .. __ .. ,._---- .... -.~-.----.-- .-

(Position in Organisation) 



DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, IECPs) within 
Australia. This will assist JECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for JECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these JECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and JECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other JECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds . The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other JECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating JECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 100 I Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of IEeps, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. IEeps occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some IEeps participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure of IEeps to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IEeps within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IEeps, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



ANNEXURE A 

INSTRUCTIONS: PlEASE COMPLETE ANNEXURE ABelOW AS OUTliNED IN ITEM 1112 OFTH!! PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME: Pe'(£& Ros~ 
e'-/t!f cl4-IJ..£'OptSR-A-r~ 11.,1..<;... P--r -t '-"1ft 

ABN: l' 1;1:t ~6..(, gs: 

PRACTICE NAME: fk-r~B Ro.>€ C;yr;:.Q tJf7PMC:Tf</~'i3.. 
PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: ,)1 i<INrIJoffN 9.z. 

'.. -,A/(Jwl<n", .,' /"&, tV.,2S'f/u 
I 7 · 

TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. 

3333 Quality Drive 

Rancho Cordova; CA 95(;70 

USA 


Attantlon: VSP AUstralia Network AdminIstratIon 

In relation to our conflnnatlon to participate In the VSP Australia network of Independent optometrlsu, we 
understand that VSP Global, Inc. will be notifying the Australian Competition and Consumer CommIssion (ACCe) 
on our behalf to seek Immunity In relation to potential third line forcing conduct. 

We further ackn'owledge and agree that the VSP Australia network and our participation In it Is subject to 
gaining Immunity from prosecution for third line forcing. As part of the submission to the ACCC for this 
purpose, we confirm t~e following details: . . . 

Proposed conduct: DIscounted optometry services and eyecare products for members of 
participating health funds 

$;Qverage: C\ ,_ Australia r e---t-CP... f<J.]S ~ 
tft--(GQ Oe1Qh1fft'4~r> IName of optometry practice] aut~orlSes VSP Global, Inc. to lodge a 

notification with the Acce on behalf In respect of Its partiCipation In the VSP Australia network, and 
authorises VSP Global, Inc e with any querIes from the Acee on Its behalf. . 

Signature 

Name 
TItle 
Dute 

e d reprerentatlve for and behalf of [name of optometry practice]) 
J...:>,..~~~~,-!--""""CL:.>.-,-e:s. CVe , . 

vsP VIsIon Care ProvIder Agreement 15.10.12 
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Commonwealth of Australia 


Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Peter Rose 
Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba Peter Rose EyeQ Optometrist 
59 Kinghorn Street 
Nowra, NSW 2541 (the Participant). 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other JECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

AlIens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 
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2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and immediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. 	 Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or servIces 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. 	 Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional information in relation to this notification: 

Aliens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 	 23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 

Kon Stellios .. . ' ._.__ ._-- ..- . .-~~-- ..-.., - ~ ~--- .'- -- .. •.. ._--_.-.--- --.- '-- ' 

(Full Name) 

Allens 

(Organisation) 


Partner 

(position in Organisation) 


1 J NOV Ul2 



DIRECTIONS 


I. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the · Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these IECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and IECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other IECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HICAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for IECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some IECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 100 I Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of lECPs, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. lECPs occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some lECPs participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure oflECPs to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IECPs within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network lECPs, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 



ANNEXUIlEA 

INSTRUcnONS: PLEASE COMPLETE ANNEXURE A BELOWAS OUruNEO IN ITEM 1112 OFlHE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. 

PROVIDER NAME: eE'(eR... eos r:;: 


ABN: %if,f:?~ttg(~~A-r;ONs.. P1'1 L--cb 


PRACTICE NAME: f<O'>~~ BL./+CI< EyEQ OPrOt'Ylc11L!~-rs.. 
PRIMARY PRACTICE ADDRESS: 5HvP (3) !<-I JTrv'\ f\- Prt11<.7 

·-r6f(RALOr~ ~ . ~-r ... -.... 
. f<.-t t4-VVl Ill; ' rig ~..2Sp 

TO: 	 VSP Global, Inc. . 

3333 Quality Drive 

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

USA 


Attention: VSP Australia Network Administration 

In relation to our confirmation to participate In the VSP Australia network .of Independent optometrists, we 
understand that VSP Global, Inc. will be notifying the Australian Competition and Consumer Commls$lon (ACCC) 
on our behalf to seek Immunity In relationto potential third line forcing conduct 

We further ackn'owledge and allree that the VSP Australia network and our partldpatlon In It Is ~ubJect to 
gainIng ImmunIty from prosecution for third IJne forcing. As part of the submission to the ACCC fOT this 
purpose, we confirm t~e followIng details: 

Proposed conduct: Discounted optometry services· and eyecare products for members' of 
. partfclpatlng health funds 

Coverage: t-.. Australia 
P-os..s ~ '--1\ Cf<.0 

l5{f5:Q, oe'f() rifI7(1U$-r;> [Name of optometry practIce] autf)orlses VSP Global, Inc. to lodge a 
notificatIon with the ACCC 0 . behalf In respect of Its participation In the VSP Australia network, and 
authorises VSP Global, I~ . fwIth any querIes from the ACCC on Its behalf. . 

Signature . 

Name 
Title 
Oate 

VSP Vision Care ProvIder Agreement 15.10.12 
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I' 
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Competition and Consumer Act 2010 -subsection 93 (1) 


NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (I) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Peter Rose 
Eyecare Operations Pty Ltd dba Rose & Black EyeQ Optometrists 
Shop 13, Kiama Fair 
Terralong Street 
Kiama, NSW 2533 (the Participant). 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

VSP Global, Inc (ARBN 161 014651) (VSP) plans to establish, maintain 
and promote a network of independent optometrists and eyecare 
professionals (together, JEeps) within Australia, which will assist the 
Participant and other IECPs to compete against the major optometry 
services chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will include 
arrangements with major Australian health funds to promote VSP network 
IECPs as Members' Choice providers. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Allens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


lpfit
Typewritten Text
N96319



2. Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates : 

The Participant within the VSP network will offer a discount on the supply 

of optometry services and related products (such as completed spectacles 

and contact lenses) to customers who are members of participating health 

funds, or the employees of the participating health funds. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

Please refer to attached submission. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Members of participating health funds. Employees of participating health 

funds and inunediate family members of those employees. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

VSP has entered into an agreement with Medibank, which has 

approximately 3.8 million members. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Approximately 3.8 million. 

(c) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 

4. 	 Public benefit claims 

(a) 	 Arguments in support of notification: 
(Refer to direction 7) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or servIces 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 8) 

Please refer to the attached submission. 

6. 	 Public detriments 

(a) 	 Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

There are no public detriments from the notification - please refer to the 
attached submission. 

(b) 	 Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

Please refer to the attached submission. 



7. Further information 

(a) 	 Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional infonnation in relation to this notification: 

Aliens 


Attention: Kon Stellios 


Level 28, Deutsche Bank Place 


126 Phillip Street 


Sydney NSW 2000 


Dated 	23 November 2012 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

(Signature) 

AUST. COi'~'PETITION & 
cuNSUi'rR ':;Ol'IItMISSION 

.~t:" """'I I~ . ''= 

2 3 NOV 20!2 

JS()lJ:. §!~}jqs. _.._._........._._._ ..__.. 
(Full Name) 

Aliens..._.. _-_._-_. . .. 


(Organisation) 


..	.pil:rtneI.... .__ .'._.' ..._. ...__..._.. __._.._...... .._..___.. ... .... ......___..... _ 
(position in Organisation) 



DIRECTIONS 


1. 	 In lodging this fonn, applicants must include all infonnation, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this fonn to furnish the required infonnation, 
the infonnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item I (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 



Submission 

Background 

VSP is a vision benefits company based in the United States, which was founded by a 
group of optometrists in 1955. It offers a range of products and services to eyecare 
professionals, employers and more than 56 million members. 

VSP proposes to expand into Australia, to establish, maintain and promote a network 
of independent optometrists and eyecare professionals (together, JEeps) within 
Australia. This will assist IECPs to compete against the major optometry services 
chains such as Specsavers and Luxxotica. VSP proposes to enter into arrangements 
with major Australian health funds for IECPs who are part of the VSP network to be 
promoted as Members' Choice providers, and for health fund members to receive 
discounts from these JECPs. 

Notified Conduct 
In order to establish the VSP network, VSP will enter into arrangements with 
participating health funds, who will agree to promote the VSP network (and JECP 
members within the network) to their members as preferred Members' Choice 
providers. At the current time, other optometry chains such as Specsavers and 
Luxxotica are promoted by health funds in a similar manner. No fees or other 
payments will be payable between VSP and the health funds. 

The Participant and other JECPs in the VSP network will provide a discount on the 
prices that they offer to members of participating health funds. The discount will also 
be offered to employees of the participating health fund, and immediate family 
members of those employees. 

The Participant and other IECPs will also stock several ranges of 'no-gap' spectacles, 
which will allow health fund members to acquire spectacles without any 'out of 
pocket' expenses under their health plans. Claims for the costs of these spectacles and 
services will be processed through the HJCAPS system, which will make claims from 
VSP network IECPs easy for health fund members. This will increase the volume of 
customers for JECPs in the VSP network. 

VSP has already entered into the arrangements described above with Medibank, 
which has about 3.8 million members. Those members will receive the benefit of the 
VSP proposal. VSP may enter into similar arrangements with other health funds in 
future. 

VSP expects that approximately 250 IECPs will, from time to time, be part of the 
VSP network. Initially, VSP anticipates that participating IECPs will comprise 
approximately 4 % of the optometry services and eyecare products market by volume 
and 5.6% by number of outlets. VSP expects that over time, as the VSP network 
gains traction within Australia, more IECPs will join the network. Some JECPs may 



also choose to leave the network at or before the expiry of their arrangements with 
VSP. 

Competition Issues 

In Australia, the main suppliers of optometry services and the supply of spectacles to 
consumers are Specsavers and Luxxotica, which VSP estimates have a national share 
of supply of around 50% by volume and 30% by number of locations. There are also 
other small-to-medium sized chains such as The Optical Superstore, Big W Vision, 
Blink Optical and 1 00 1 Optical. These participants are generally vertically integrated, 
operating as both retail suppliers as well as engaging in the wholesale manufacture 
and supply of lenses, frames and lens finishing services. This provides these chains 
with substantial cost savings through economies of scale. 

In addition, the major health funds in Australia (BUPA, Medibank and NIB) promote 
and actively encourage its members to use the main suppliers, including Specsavers 
and/or Luxxotica, as preferred outlets. In the optometry industry, health fund 
members' annual entitlements under their extras cover drive a significant proportion 
of demand. 

The remainder of the industry is made up of IEeps, who are independent optometrists 
and eyecare professionals, most of whom provide both optometry services and have a 
small retail optical dispensing business. lEeps occupy about 54% of the outlets in the 
optometry market, but only comprise 43% of the volume of sales. In addition to 
having less public exposure than the retail chains (due to the lack of promotion by 
health funds), these independent operators do not have vertically integrated 
operations, and operate with higher costs. Some IEeps participate in buying groups 
for upstream goods and services, which partially offsets their cost disadvantage. 

Public Benefits 
The VSP network will increase the exposure of IEeps to the public, assisting them to 
compete with major players like Specsavers and Luxxotica. This will increase the 
effectiveness of competition in the retail supply of optometry services and eye care 
products. 

Health fund members will receive: 
• 	 easier access to alternative optometry services and spectacle providers from 

the big chains; 
• 	 discounts for optometry services and spectacles from IEeps within the VSP 

network; 
• 	 a greater range of spectacles that are 'no-gap' under their health plans. 

This gives greater consumer choice to health fund members. 

Public Detriments 
There are no public detriments from the conduct. Health fund members are free to 
choose to take up the discount offer from VSP network IEeps, or from the other retail 



outlets, including those with which health funds have other relationships. Members 
are free to go to any optometrist and retail optical dispensing outlet that they choose. 

Conclusion 
For the reasons set out above, we submit that the Commission should not serve a 
notice under section 93(3A) of the Competition and Consumer Act in respect of the 
attached notification. 




